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Abstract. Percolation testing and contact angle measurements have been used to investigate the role of 

relative humidity on structure, mass transport, and wettability of a PEM fuel cell catalyst layer and 

membrane. Four samples were tested, two catalyst layers and two membranes. Structure and mass transport 

changes in the catalyst layers resulting from RH changes were studied in terms of percolation pressure. A 

clear change in the structure between low and high RH conditioning was observed. Relative humidity (RH) 

cycling also impacted percolation pressures with an indication of catalyst layer cracking. In addition, RH 

effect on wettability of both catalyst layers and membranes was studied by measuring contact angles of 

sessile drops. 

1 Introduction  
Ionomer in the catalyst layer form nano-scale thin 

films [1, 2] that often have the same chemistry as 

the much thicker electrolyte membranes, though a 

distinctive difference in properties such as water 

uptake and conductivity are observed [3, 4]. The 

chemical structure of the ionomer consists of 

hydrophilic sulfonic group clusters that work as a 

protonic path, which are connected by a side chain 

to a hydrophobic fluorocarbon backbone that keeps 

the ionomer both mechanically and chemically 

stable [5, 6]. Transport properties of the ionomer 

are affected by hydration [4, 7, 8]. Both thin (7nm 

[1]) and thick (> 10m [9, 10]) ionomer films 

interact with vapor to alter the orientation of 

sulfonic acid side chains [5, 11]. This affects 

wettability and conductivity in the ionomer films 

[12, 13]. 

The ionic domains in the ionomer retains 

water, where the number of water molecules per 

sulfonic acid group can reach up to 8 as in ionomer 

thin films in the catalyst layer [4], and 15in 

electrolyte membrane [10, 14] when saturated with 

vapor. Thus, the pore size distribution of a catalyst 

layer may be shifted towards a lower average 

effective radius as the ionomer swells [15, 16]. 

This will have an impact on reactant transport 

resistances [17, 18, 19]. Cycling the relative 

humidity of the catalyst layer results in the 

absorption/release of water to/from ionomer films, 

which in turn leads to structural stresses and 

potential defect (crack) growth [20]. 

In order to macroscopically probe the effect of 

RH on catalyst layers, percolation testing was 

conducted using a modified Hele-Shaw 

arrangement. Percolation behaviour and projected 

wetted area will help investigate the internal 

structural changes and the flow regimes as the RH 

condition changes. Similarly, the sessile drop 

method is adapted to observe the macroscopic 

changes in the wettability over a range of RH 

conditioning. 

2 Experimental Section   

2.1 Percolation Testing 

Figure 1 illustrates the modified Hele-Shaw approach 

used for percolation testing. A catalyst layer sample is 

compressed between two transparent PMMA platens and 

liquid is injected at a constant rate through a 2mm 

diameter hole located in the middle of the lower platen. 

RH conditioning is achieved by injecting gas nitrogen 

through the test setup prior to liquid injection. RH 

conditioning occurred at room  temperature (22 to 25 ◦C).  

 

 
Fig. 1. Percolation setup using a modified Hele-Shaw apparatus. 
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Table 1. Catalyst Layers data. 

Sample Pt loading EW I/C 

CL725 – 725 0.8 

CL825 0.19 mg/cm2 825 0.9 

 

RH of the nitrogen was measured using a Mega 2560 R3 

board that was connected to an Arduino computer. After 

sufficient RH conditioning, an inert liquid (FC3283 

Fluorinert, 3M) was injected at a constant flow rate using 

an ultra-low flow rate   syringe    pump (Harvard 

Apparatus,   2274). Injection pressure (i.e., percolation 

pressure) is measured using a pressure transducer 

(Omega 209-30V15G10V) located just upstream of the 

sample injection location. The projected area of the 

catalyst layer containing liquid was recorded using a 

CCD camera (Panasonic GP-KS125) at 30 frames per 

second. Further details of the test apparatus are provided 

in Alofari et al. [21] and Medici and Allen [22].  

 Two catalyst layers with equivalent weights of 725 

and 825 (provided by 3M) were tested over a range of 

RH conditioning. Samples were conditioned at low and 

high RH as shown in Figure 2 for up to three hours. 

Pertinent material properties for the catalyst layers are 

listed in Table 1. CL725 and CL825 refer to catalyst 

layers with equivalent weights (EW) of 725 and 825, 

respectively. The ionomer-to-carbon (I/C) ratio for 

CL725 and CL825 are 0.8 and 0.9, respectively, and 

CL725 does not include any platinum catalyst. 

   

    
Fig. 2. Measured RH versus time while conditioning the CLs. 

2.2 Contact Angle Measurement  

Wettability of the catalyst layer samples CL725 and 

CL825 as well as electrolyte membranes with the same 

chemistry and equivalent weight, PEM725 and PEM 825, 

respectively, was measured using the sessile drop 

method. Drop profile images were measured using a long 

working distance microscope paired with a CCD camera 

with a uniform backlight. Consistent, accurate, and 

repeatable drop sizes were deposited using a precision 

threaded syringe (Hamilton 1750TPLT) in which one 

plunger rotation is equivalent to 5.27μL. Drop size 

control is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Catalyst layer and membrane  samples were  conditioned

  

 
 
Fig. 3. Water drops on catalyst layer sample for contact angle 

measurements. 

by first drying in a desiccator for two days. Samples were 

placed  into  a  sealed  chamber  that enclosed the sample 

platform. Humidified air flowed through the chamber for 

a minimum of 60 minutes before drop deposition to 

ensure constant humidity conditions. The exception was 

the 0% RH samples that did not use conditioned air 

circulation. RH measurements were the same as for 

percolation testing. After conditioning, multiple drops of 

deionized water were placed on the catalyst layer or 

membrane surface and imaged. 

 Contact angles were determined by fitting a Laplace 

curve to the drop profile, then intersecting the curve at 

the substrate location. The static contact angle is 

determined by   the value of the Laplace curve at the 

intersection. For each measurement, a minimum of three 

independent images were captured within 5 seconds to 

minimize effects of evaporation. The reported contact 

angle is the average of the three contact angles and 

uncertainty is related to the standard deviation. 

 The rough, heterogeneous surfaces of catalyst layers 

results in a drop size dependence of the measured contact 

angle [23, 24]. Therefore, drop deposition volume was 

carefully controlled for consistency with 3.96 μL for 

catalyst layers and 1.32 μL for membranes. 

3 Results and Discussion  

3.1 Percolation Test Results  

Table 2 shows the details of the RH conditioning and 

percolation flow rate for each test. Transient percolation 

pressure changes dramatically with RH conditioning, 

indicating structural changes in the catalyst layer. Figure 

4a shows percolation pressure at low (9%) and high 

(95%)  RH  conditioning for CL725. The injection rate of 

Table 2. RH Conditioning and Percolation Flow Rate. 

Sample Sample Size RH % Injection 
Flow Rate  

CL725  

   3.8 cm × 3.8 cm 

9  

0.396 

mm3/min 
CL725 95 

CL825 9 

CL825 92 
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(a) CL725 

 

 
(b)   CL825 

Fig. 4. Percolation pressure at low and high RH conditioning at 

constant injection rate of 0.396 mm3/min for (a) CL725 and (b) 

CL825. 

 

FC3283 was 0.396 mm3/min for all tests shown. The 

percolation pressure curve for CL725 at 9% condition 

levels off after approximately 2500 seconds, whereas the 

95% test exhibits a continuous rise at much higher 

pressures. The difference in percolation pressure is likely 

due to ionomer swelling resulting in a smaller average 

pore size. The result is an increase in mass transport 

resistance within the catalyst layer at high RH 

conditioning.   A similar effect is  observed  in   CL825, 

which had a defect (crack) in the catalyst layer. The 

instant FC3283 encountered this defect is easily detected 

in the transient percolation pressure as shown in Figure 

4b. After the defect, or crack, fills, then the pressure 

curves exhibit a similar trend as for the CL725 sample. 

 Transient percolation pressure data in Figure 4a 

indicate that imbibition changes with RH conditioning. 

At 9% conditioning, the pressure curves exhibit a classic 

capillary fingering response and at 95% the pressure 

curves exhibit a stable displacement response [22]. In 

stable displacement, viscous effects dominate the 

advancing liquid front and liquid is invading most, if not 

all, pores. For a fixed flow rate, the injection pressure 

continuous to increase  as the liquid advances. In 

capillary  fingering,  at  the  liquid-gas   interface,  fingers 

form   with   a   nearly  levels off   percolation   pressure  

to    a   constant     value.      The     stable     displacement 

 
(a) Percolation pressure. 

 

       
(b) Wetted perimeter and projected area. 

Fig. 5. The data include the beginning of the percolation of the 

liquid phase until the break through. (a) Transient percolation 

pressure and (b) scaled wetted area and wetted perimeter for 

CL725 at an injection rate of 0.396 mm3/min. The perimeter of 

the wetted area, P, is scaled by the perimeter of the catalyst 

layer sample, 2H + 2L. 

 

and  capillary   fingering   response   is  reinforced  in  the 

imaging data. Figure 5a compares the injection pressure 

for CL725 at high and low RH conditioning with wetted 

area and perimeter data for the same tests in Figure 5b. 

The wetted   area follows the same trend, is the same for 

high and low RH conditioning, which is expected for a 

constant rate of injection. The rate that they advanced  is  

not the same,  though  with the 95%  RH test ending 

earlier than the 9% RH test.  A percolation test ends when 

liquid reaches the edge of the catalyst layer sample. The 

wetted area results are indicative of a smaller average 

pore size for the high RH sample as compared to the low 

RH sample. There is less overall void volume in the high 

RH sample, so at a constant rate of injection the test will 

end earlier. 

 The scaled perimeter (perimeter of the projected 

wetted area divided by perimeter of sample) in Figure 5b, 

like the pressure response, indicates a difference in 

imbibition flow regime. A dry catalyst layer, such as the 

9% RH sample, has a relatively large average pore size 

that more readily facilitates capillary fingering. In 

contrast, the relatively small average pore size of the wet 

catalyst layer (95% RH sample), resulting from the 
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hypothesized ionomer swelling, increases the local 

viscous stresses at the advancing liquid-vapor interface 

resulting in stable displacement. 

 The hypothesized shift in average pore size due to 

ionomer swelling in the catalyst layer is supported by 

varying measured water uptakes with RH. Figure 6 shows 

the water content, λ, of nafion for thick membranes [14, 

25] and for ultrathin ionomer films with similar 

equivalent weight as CL725 [4]. As RH is increased, 

more water retained by hydrophilic sulfonic acid clusters 

in the ionomer, which results in internal structural 

changes. As RH decreases, the absorbed water is 

released. Water uptake and release with RH is repeatable, 

but the cyclic effect on catalyst layer structure might not 

be. 

 

Fig. 6. RH effect on the water content ( ) in the hydrophilic 

sulfonic acid side chain clusters for thick nafion membrane [ 14, 

25] and ultra-thin ionomer films [4]. 

3.2 RH Effects on Wettability  

Sessile drop contact angle measurements were conducted 

on catalyst layers (CL725 and CL825) and membranes 

(PEM725 and PEM825) for a range of RH conditioning, 

see Figure 7. For both catalyst layer and membrane 

samples the static contact angle increased then decreased 

with increasing RH conditioning. The lowest values of 

contact angle for the catalyst layers occurs at 0% RH 

conditioning. This is also where there is minimal 

difference between CL725 and CL825, less than 1◦ and 

within the measurement uncertainty. 

 For both catalyst layers, as RH increases from 0%, 

there is an immediate difference in static contact angle 

that can likely be attributed to the dispersed Pt catalyst 

particles present in the CL825 sample, as shown in Figure 

7a, where the maximum static contact angle that occurs is 

approximately 50 to 60% RH. As RH is further increased 

the static contact angle decreases. The difference in the 

I/C ratio between the two catalyst layers does not appear 

to have any significant effect since the trends are the 

same. 

 Despite good repeatability, changes in static contact 

angle for the heterogeneous surfaces of these catalyst 

layers are difficult to explain.  Based on preliminary 

results from laser surface profiling there is no measurable 

change in surface roughness (0.29μm ± 0.37 for CL725, 

and 0.75μm ± 0.93 for CL825) with RH conditioning. 

Our hypothesis is sulfonic acid side chains become less 

exposed at the catalyst layer surface as the ionomer films 

take up additional water as RH conditioning increases. 

For RH conditions above 50-60%, morphological 

alterations associated with the non-linear increase in 

water uptake, shown in Figure 6, there is a decrease in the 

catalyst layer's surface hydrophobicity. 

 Figure 7b shows the static contact angle 

measurements for the membrane samples PEM725 and 

PEM825. The static contact angles are approximately 50◦ 

less than those on the catalyst layer. This is largely due to 

the absence of surface roughness on the membranes so 

there is no structural component to the contact angle 

measurement. There is a slight increase in static contact 

angle with increased RH conditioning from 0% to 25%. 

Unlike the catalyst layer samples, static contact angles 

are relatively constant with increased RH conditioning. 

The exception is at the highest RH of 90% for which an 

absorbed water film may have begun to form on the 

membrane surface. PEM725 exhibits overall larger 

contact angles as compared to PEM825, which was 

unexpected, though this is consistent with the results of 

water content in the ionomer films shown in Figure 6, 

where the calculated  at  for EW725 is less than 

EW1100. With higher the EW there are less sulfonic acid 

groups   (hydrophilic part)  and  less   water  content [26].  

 

 
(a) Catalyst layers 

 

 
(b) Membranes 

Fig. 7. Static contact angles on (a) catalyst layer samples and 

(b) membranes for range of RH conditioning. 
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There is a possibility of changes in the chemical structure 

orientation in the membrane similar to the observations of 

Bass et al. [5]. 

3 Conclusion  
Changes in mass transport resistance and wettability of 

catalyst layers and membranes were studied using 

macroscopic observations of percolation and contact 

angle testing. Percolation pressure and liquid front 

dynamics for low and high RH conditioning indicate 

structural changes are occurring in the catalyst layer 

samples. These changes are significant enough to alter 

the imbibition flow regime for the same liquid injection 

rates. Static contact angle measurements on the catalyst 

layer surfaces also indicate possible morphological 

changes. 
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